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Agenda
Who is HB9FXQ?

Accessibility of knowledge & 
technology

Give us some samples

OK nice, and now some more 
real world samples please!

Get to the point, what do 
you want to say?

Start the discussion!

Ok, we are all engineers 
in the audience… so tell 
us something NEW! 



Who is HB9FXQ
Licenced 2015                                         ;-)

Developing software since more than 10 years, currently @ 
kripp.ch GmbH

Software & electronics enthusiast

Father of two, living in the Bern area. JN36RX

Twitter @HB9FXQ
mail@hb9fxq.ch
https://www.hb9fxq.ch
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What made HAM Radio so interesting for a Software Guy

(((( Omnipresent communication technologies ))))))

...Many of them wireless

...Many of them proprietary 

...Many of them insecure !? -> Wait security? ...Pls explain 
the relation to HAM Radio !



What made HAM Radio so interesting for a Software Guy

Wa all share a deep interested in science in general

…especially in PHYSICS, ELECTRONICS & COMPUTER SCIENCE



Accessibility of 
knowledge A basic aspect of our 

hobby is gaining and 
sharing knowledge  

Information is available for 
free - it’s our free choice 

to use it.



Accessibility of Knowledge & technology 

I’d say that...

… accessibility is a major criteria for 
technology to be applied

… OPEN interfaces and hardware are catalyzer 
for new application



>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Give some 
examples!



Once upon a time… in 2005
A hardware platform was released, that changed the world of 

electronics in hobby completely.

This is the moment for a 
quiz….::..:: Shout out, if you know 

what’s on the next slide :)



2005
Right! Arduino

Image by wikipedia (user JotaCartas)

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:JotaCartas


A bit Wikipedia



Start small, THink BIG



Today

Major impact on
 
Educational environments

Hobby AND professional projects

Arose interest of people that would never start to apply / use 
/ think of microcontroller technology, like applications in art 
installations



2012
Raspberry Pi



A bit Wikipedia



Perfect conditions for our applications in ham 
radio

+

Open, affordable hardware A free and open software platform



Creative application, in combination with a very educational value

Source: http://www.southampton.ac.uk/~sjc/raspberrypi/pi_supercomputer_southampton.htm 

http://www.southampton.ac.uk/~sjc/raspberrypi/pi_supercomputer_southampton.htm


What do Hams with the Raspberry PI?



>>>>>>>

OK nice, and now some 
more real world 
samples please!



>>>>>>>

OM(G) wait, you promised a 
critical perspective… 



Where are we today

Digital Signal Processing became central. 

Software Defined Radio in general - my passion!

Manufacturing processes minimizing technology…

More computing power generates new possibilities

  



Success factors of ‘Arduino’ & ‘Raspberry PI’ -

 projected on HAM Radio technology

Black boxes everywhere !?



New Tech changed the Game. 
That’s nothing new...

…. But intervals of new 
Tech /trends/ are getting 

faster



High-Tech finds it’s way into our HAM Equipment
I’d say we’re at 
the edge of a 
complete new 
generation of 
rigs.
 

We see component’s 
known from the SDR 
world being 
integrated into 
traditional TRX 
systems.



History repeats!? 
Currently we choose 
between a Fruit or a Robot 
platform… not much space 
in between

We don’t want this 
situation in HAM Radio!  

Compare the situation to 
mobile phones 



Be sure to keep the 
focus on one main 
aspect of our hobby:



The freedom of 
accessible, open 

technology



SAMPLES, NOW!



One More Question
What is an API / SDK?

Who has never 
heard of an API? 
Application 

Programming 

Interface



The SDRplay
- Very good specs 

compared to the RTL* 
family dongles

- Affordable
- System independent API
- Connected by USB 





Adapted the rtl_sdr / rtl_tcp utility to SDRplay

- Received a lot feedback by Email
- People started to use it in their projects
- Good support from the vendor
- Beside the learning effects, many new 

ideas were born
- Realized, that the device itself is not 

bound to the use cases the vendor 
suggests - creativity is the only Limit



Using OpenWebRX
with SDRplay:



Signal analysis 
with Baudline



Flex Radio 6xxx
- My (current) dream 

transceiver ;)
- Platform independent 

interface!
- Connected by Ethernet



Beside the supplied client application SmartSDR 
various APIs are available. External AND Internal!



I’ve ported the vendor API to compile on Mono 
(Linux)

- Received a lot feedback by Email and in 
the forums

- People started to use it in their projects
- The radio is software independent, due to 

the open API it can be 



Using IQ channels with 
GNU Radio



Analyzing IQ data with 
Budline



A student from the University of 
Victoria integrated it in parts of his 
HONOURS THESIS

 “Implementing a Flex Radio 
Block in GNU Radio”

A perfect example, how open 
software encourages the 
community to join forces



Why do you mention SDRplay and FLEX Radio 6k and not XY
It’s no advertising, it’s simply 
the hardware I’ve chosen for my 
activities. 

They both have one thing in common: 
The hardware is non-open for 
various reasons. 

I was asking the vendor a short 
question: 

“Would you agree, when I 
say the hardware part of 
your product is "non-open"”



And i Got immediate response :-)
Jon from SDRplay said: 

“Hi Frank,  that is fine.  We 
encourage use of our published API 
and do all we can to link it to 
popular SDR software running on 
multiple host processing 
platforms.”

Stephen from Flexradio said: 

“Yes, it is fair to say the the hardware is 
not open if by this you mean that we do not 
publish all of the details to build your own 
set of hardware.  As a practical matter, 
there are almost no hams that would build a 
radio that includes several fine-pitch BGA 
parts unless they were doing it to go into 
business.  This means the only people we 
would help by publishing the hardware would 
be competitors.  That doesn't make much 
sense.”



There are Vendors....
… found a good balance between open and free access, while keeping their value 
closed - the knowhow and engineering efforts.

They are not binding you to a proprietary software system - that they offer.

In my eyes that’s a good perspective for future commercial devices.



Get to the point, what do you 
want to say?

<<<<<>>>>>



Open interfaces

...will be a key aspect for upcoming RIG generations



Open != Gratis 

But accessibility of technology as a very very high 
value of HAM Radio   



Don't buy a pig in a poke 

Even if you don’t “need” an open interface. You 
might in future!  



Time to start the discussion! Spread the Word
This slides will be published soon, also a related article 
(German language)

Option A) 

Discuss on hamspirit.de  Option B) Discuss this talk on:

  HB9FXQ.CH


